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About This Game

KUBOOM - hurricane new cross-platform online 3D shooter game available on these platforms: Steam, Android and iOS.

Features:
- good optimization and decent FPS rates even on slower devices!

- more than 20 carefully designed and balanced maps!
- more than 50 units of different types of weapons!

about 100 of the skins for weapons!
- over 45 clothes for character customization!

- dynamic battles 5x5 team mode, with up to 10 players in the "Deathmatch"!
- beautiful graphics, not occupying much space on your device!

- clans with the possibility of doing clan wars!

Join the community KUBOOM! It will be hot!
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Title: KUBOOM
Genre: Action, Adventure, Free to Play, Indie, Massively Multiplayer
Developer:
nobodyshot
Publisher:
nobodyshot
Release Date: 9 Sep, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8.1 (64 bit), Windows 7 (32 & 64 bit), Windows Vista (32 & 64 bit)

Processor: AMD Athlon 64 3200+ / Intel Pentium 4 3200+

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 6100 or compatible

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space

Sound Card: Onboard Sound

Additional Notes: .net Framework 2.0 or higher

English,Russian
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This was the most terrible attempt at a shooting game ive ever played? in my life.

Cons

pretty much everything

Pros

Pretty much nothing

AND THE DEVS HAVE MICRO PURCHASING .. i mean what the actual monkey sphincter..

Featured in my review on youtube
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=suKmkwE1VNk.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
Total\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Just don't download. If you download, you will be disapointed. Just Don't
download. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Bad Gaem, do not plaey it at all. This is a truly beautiful game. At first, I was
angered by how long I was sitting on the loading screen for, but then I realized that there is actually no game, just a loading
screen. Which makes sense, considering the game's size.

Amazing loading screen, 10\/10. Genuinely awful.. if you drink vodka for breakfast

this game is just for you. its alright
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I can't believe it's not butter.. This game could be really great and I'll update my review if it changes, but as it stands there is
something severly wrong with the balance. My first game I had a blast. The map had lots of corners and hiding spots and I felt
immersed. I would double back on a teammate who would take care of the enemy from their blind spot, the group moved as a
unit and everybody was watching each others backs, it was great. I felt my weapons weren't doing a lot of damage, but overall I
didn't feel overwhelmed by other players despite just picking up the game. My kill to death ratio was about even and there didn't
seem to be that much of a disparity between me and my opponents' weapons.

I used some of the in-game currency the game gave me to purchase the shotgun. I figured the standard uzi was lacking that
punch feeling because it was a rapid fire weapon. My second match was a sniper's wet dream. The location was great for
snipers, both teams started in opposite cubies and went across one of two desert lanes with a few boxes. Not being high enough
level to unlock a sniper, I tried to make the best of my situation and started using the pitiful pistol. I died in around three bullets
from an assault rifle, normally one from a sniper rifle. Was my shotgun as powerful as these rapid firing weapons? My thought
was that since I only had a two bullet capacity that it would be amazingly powerful. Twice I was five feet from the enemy
unloaded both shots and it didn't kill, it seems that it is only a one shot kill if it is a headshot from close range, so you should
never take the weapon because a head shot kills from both the assault rifle and sniper rifle and they hold way more bullets.... a
shame I can't unlock and use them.

This game has that mechanic where people drop their guns when they die, so you may think it may not matter what gun you
have because you can always grab a different one from someone's corpse and level the playing field. However, bare in mind that
you are grabbing that gun from a place that someone just died and you will not keep it if you die. The rate at which the guns stay
is not very generous, sometimes they stay a while, sometimes they don't even hit the ground before they despawn, so.... not sure
what to tell you there.

My first match showed me the game could be fun! But with so few people playing and being unable to be very competitive on
certain maps without leveling, the game isn't that newbie friendly. Which means this weapon issue will continue to be a
problem. I know that is how this game makes its money being free to play and all, but I can't say I will play another match.. iahn
pl\u00f6\u00e4ke. This game copy other game. fuuuuuuuuuuuuuu
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